Experienced Climbing Arborist

Meridian Tree Experts provides a great opportunity to work with a dedicated, established tree service in the Twin Cities. Meridian Tree has owners with over 50 years combined experienced and a team of dedicated arborists performing high-quality tree and shrub pruning, tree removals and pest management.

Meridian Tree is hiring an experienced climbing arborist to perform pruning tasks, removals and operate a spectrum of equipment.

**Job Requirements:** Ability to inspect, assess, and maintain trees; a climbing acumen that includes an understanding of basic equipment and simple rigging; ability to lift and carry up to 75 lbs and work in a variety of weather conditions. Valid driver’s license.

**Preferred qualifications:** Class A license; strong critical thinking skills; flexibility and willingness to adapt to changing environment and priorities; positive attitude, integrity and self-motivation. Requires excellent communication skills; ability to work on a crew; be comfortable with equipment operation and power tools.

**We provide:**
- Paid Vacation and holidays
- Merit-based pay
- Continuing education
- Advancement opportunities
- Company matched IRA

Starting wage is commensurate on experience.

Please contact Scott at (651) 210-8228 or meridiantree@gmail.com for inquiries.